
Linear Algebra (Vectors)

Solutions to Combined Problem Set 1 Lectures 1–3

Questions 1–4 are for vectors aaa,bbb,ccc ∈ R3, with aaa = 4 iii−3kkk, bbb =−iii+2 jjj−4kkk, and ccc = iii+ jjj− kkk.

1. The magnitude of aaa is calculated as

|aaa|= (42 +32)
1
2 =
√

25 = 5, (1)

so the answer is (b).

2. We first construct aaa+ ccc = 5 iii+ jjj−4kkk. The magnitude of this vector is calculated as

|aaa+ ccc|= (52 +12 +52)
1
2 =
√

42, (2)

so the answer is (c).

3. The vectors in (a), (b), (c), and (d) are

1
4aaa−bbb = 2 iii−2 jjj+ 13

4 kkk , ccc− 1
2 bbb = 3

2 iii+ kkk , (3)

2ccc−aaa =−2 iii+2 jjj+ kkk , 1
3 aaa− 2

3ccc = 2
3 iii− 2

3 jjj+ 1
3 kkk . (4)

Comparing these with the unit vector vvv =−2
3 iii+ 2

3 jjj+ 1
3 kkk, we see that only 2ccc−aaa matches

the pattern of signs associated with the unit vectors iii, jjj, and kkk. To check that that this is the
corresponding unit vector, we calculate the length

|2ccc−aaa|= (22 +22 +12)
1
2 =
√

9 = 3, (5)

which yields
2ccc−aaa
|2ccc−aaa|

=−2
3 iii+ 2

3 jjj+ 1
3 kkk , (6)

so the answer is (c).

4. The calculation of the dot product is

bbb · ccc = (−iii+2 jjj−4kkk) · (iii+ jjj− kkk) =−1+2+4 = 555. (7)

5. For the vectors uuu= iii+2 jjj and vvv= x iii+y jjj to be perpendicular, their dot product must vanish:

uuu · vvv = x+2y = 0, (8)

which requires that y = −1
2x. Thus, vectors vvv which are perpendicular to uuu have the form

vvv = x(iii− 1
2 jjj).

6. For the two vectors uuu = (1,−2,0,2) and vvv = (2,1,2,x) to be perpendicular, their dot product
must vanish:

uuu · vvv = (1,−2,0,2) · (2,1,2,x) = 2−2+0+2x = 2x = 0, (9)

which requires that x = 0.
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7. To calculate the angle between uuu = (1,−2,0,3,−1) and vvv = (−2,0,−4,1,2), we must cal-
culate the dot [product in two ways. We first have the component form:

uuu · vvv = (1,−2,0,3,−1) · (−2,0,−4,1,2) =−2+0+0+3−2 =−1. (10)

The magnitudes of these vectors are:

uuu = (12 +22 +02 +32 +12)
1
2 =
√

15, (11)

vvv = (22 +02 +42 +12 +22)
1
2 =
√

25 = 5, (12)

which enables us to calculate the other form of the dot product:

uuu · vvv = 5
√

15cosθ , (13)

where θ is the angle between uuu and vvv. Equating (10) and (13) and solving for cosθ ,

cosθ =− 1
5
√

15
, (14)

which yields, finally,

θ = cos−1
(
− 1

5
√

15

)
= 1.62rad . (15)

8. First of all, notice that all the expressions in both rows are vectors because the quantities in
parentheses are dot products and are, therefore, scalars, as are the magnitudes of vectors.

Beginning with the first expression in the top row, the dot product is commutative, so

uuu(vvv ·www) = uuu(www · vvv) = (www · vvv)uuu , (16)

which is the third expression in the bottom row. The same type of argument is applied to
the second expression in the top row:

(uuu · vvv)www = (vvv ·uuu)www , (17)

which is the second expression in the bottom row. For the last expression in the top row, we
have simply,

uuu(www · vvv) = (www · vvv)uuu , (18)

which is also the third expression in the bottom row.

The third expression in the top line is proportional to vvv, so the only possible equivalent
expressions in the second row are the first and fourth. We can eliminate the first expression
because uuu ·www = |uuu||www|cosθ which, unless θ = 0, does not produce an equality for general
vectors. For the fourth expression in the bottom row, there are two angles from the dot
products: that between vvv and uuu and that between vvv and www. This must be compared with the
angle between uuu and vvv. Taking vvv perpendicular to either uuu or www would cause the expression
in the bottom row to vanish, but the expression in the top row would also vanish only if uuu and
vvv were also perpendicular, which is not true for general vectors. Hence, there is no match.
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Solutions to questions to attempt in your own time Lectures 1–3

1. (a) In component form, the vectors aaa, bbb, ccc, and ddd are:

aaa = (17,−4,−1) , bbb = (0,1,0) , ccc = (−2,2,−1) , ddd = (x,y,z) . (19)

(b) The lengths of aaa, bbb, ccc, and ddd are:

|aaa|= (172 +42 +12)
1
2 = (289+16+1)

1
2 =
√

306 = 3
√

34. (20)

|bbb|= 1, (21)

|ccc|= (22 +22 +12)
1
2 = (4+4+1)

1
2 =
√

9 = 3, (22)

|ddd|=
√

x2 + y2 + z2 . (23)

(c) We first construct the vector

uuu≡ 1
2 ccc−bbb = 1

2(−2 iii+2 jjj− kkk)− jjj =−iii− 1
2 kkk , (24)

whose length is

|uuu|=
[

12 +

(
1
2

)2] 1
2

=

√
5
4
=

√
5

2
. (25)

The corresponding vector is

ûuu =
uuu
|uuu|

=− 2√
5

iii+
1√
5

kkk . (26)

(d) The scalar products are

aaa ·bbb = (17 iii−4 jjj− kkk) · jjj =−4, (27)
bbb · ccc = jjj · (−2 iii+2 jjj− kkk) = 2, (28)
ccc ·aaa = (−2 iii+2 jjj− kkk) · (17 iii−4 jjj− kkk) =−34−8+1 =−41. (29)

2. As the shape is a rectangular box, A has the same y-coordinate as B, so aaa = (0,8,0). D
has the same x-coordinate as C, the same z-coordinate as B, and lies in the x-z plane, so its
y-coordinate is zero. Hence, ddd = (4,0,−14).

(a) We the above information, we determine

−→
DA = aaa−ddd = (−4,8,14) =−4 iii+8 jjj+14kkk . (30)

(b) The length of the vector in (1) is

|−→DA|= (42 +82 +142)
1
2 = (16+64+196)

1
2 =
√

276 = 2
√

69. (31)
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3. We know the displacement vector of Mysterytown from London. One way to obtain the
Cambridge-to-London displacement is

−→
LC =

−→
LO+

−→
OB+

−→
BC (32)

=
−→
LO−−→BO+

−→
BC (33)

= (−80+52+42,28+42+11) (34)
= (14,81) . (35)

The vector from Cambridge to Mysterytown is then

−→
CM =

−→
LM−−→LC = (−88−14,−66,−81) = (−102,−147) , (36)

and the distance between the two towns is

|−→CM|=
√

1022 +1472 km≈ 179km. (37)

Mysterytown is Southampton, The displacement vector
−→
CM points roughly southwest and

the distance from Cambridge to Southampton is 179 km. You could just draw this and work
out the displacement by reading off the coordinates. The equivalent is to string together the
given displacement vectors.
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Solutions to questions for tutorial Lectures 1–3

1. In (a), iii points OUT of the plane of the paper. In (b), jjj points OUT of the plane of the paper.
In (c), kkk points INTO the plane of the paper.

2. One way to approach this problem is to calculate the dot products directly:

aaa ·bbb = |aaa||bbb|cosα = aaa · ccc = |aaa||ccc|cosβ , (38)

where α is the angle between aaa and bbb, and β is the angle between aaa and ccc. Cancelling the
factor of |aaa| from both sides of this equation yields

|bbb|cosα = |ccc|cosβ . (39)

Suppose aaa ⊥ bbb, aaa ⊥ ccc and |bbb| = |ccc|. Then this equality is satisfied, but bbb and ccc need not be
the same vector. As a simple example of such vectors, set aaa = iii, bbb = jjj and ccc = kkk.

3. (a) One of the diagonals is the sum of the two vectors, the other the difference:

ddd1 = aaa+bbb , ddd2 = aaa−bbb . (40)

The direction of the diagonals is unimportant for the remainder of this question, e.g. us-
ing ddd2 = bbb−aaa leads to the same conclusions.

(b) The sum of the squares of the diagonals is

ddd2
1 +ddd2

2 = (aaa+bbb)2 +(aaa−bbb)2 . (41)

Multiplying this out and using the commutative and distributive laws for scalar multi-
plication

ddd2
1 +ddd2

2 = aaa ·aaa+2aaa ·bbb+bbb ·bbb+aaa ·aaa−2aaa ·bbb+bbb ·bbb
= 2aaa ·aaa+2bbb ·bbb
= 2|aaa|2 +2|bbb|2 . (42)

(c) We find that

−→
PM = 1

2
−→
PR = 1

2 aaa+ 1
2 bbb , (43)

−→
PN =

−→
PS+ 1

2
−→
SQ = bbb+ 1

2(aaa−bbb = 1
2 aaa+ 1

2 bbb =
−→
PM . (44)

(d) We conclude that the diagonals o a parallelogram bisect each other.

(e) This question is somewhat more involved and requires setting up what is essentially a
parametric line equation. it then makes use of aaa and bbb being linearly independent. We
will revisit the concept of linear dependence in the second half of the course.
Without loss of generality, we can take the origin to be at P. Let X be the midpoint
between Q and R; Y is the midpoint between R and S. Then

−→
PX = aaa+ 1

2bbb and the
position of any point along PX is given by λ (aaa+ 1

2bbb), where λ ∈ R, with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
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The equation of any point along the diagonal QS is aaa+ µ(bbb− aaa), where µ ∈ R and
(0≤ µ ≤ 1).
To find the intersection of the lines PX with the diagonal QS, we need to find the point
that lies on both lines PX and QS. Thus, we seek values of λ and µ such that

aaa−µ(bbb−aaa) = λ (aaa+ 1
2 bbb) . (45)

We rewriting this to isolate aaa and bbb:

(1−λ −µ)aaa = (1
2λ −µ)bbb . (46)

The only way for this equation to be satisfied is for the left- and right-hand sides to be
equal to zero (because the vectors are not colinear) and, as the vectors are non-zero,
this means that

1−λ −µ = 0, 1
2λ −µ = 0, (47)

which gave the solutions λ = 2
3 and µ = 1

3 . Following the same procedure for the line
connecting P and Y , we find that µ = 2

3 . The diagonal is thus trisected by lines PX and
PY :

aaa+µ(bbb−aaa) = λ
′(bbb+ 1

2aaa) , (48)

which implies that
(1−µ− 1

2λ
′) = (λ ′−µ) , (49)

the solution to which is λ ′ = µ and µ = 2
3 .

4. (a) The definition of the scalar product of two vectors aaa and bbb is aaa ·bbb = |aaa||bbb|cosθ , where
θ is the angle between aaa an bbb. Given that âaa is a unit vector,

xxx · âaa = |xxx||âaa|cosθ = |xxx|cosθ , (50)

which is the length of xxx projected onto âaa. Analogously, vvv · n̂nn is the length of vvv projected
onto the normal of the plane, that is, the length of vvv⊥. Thus, |vvv⊥|= vvv · n̂nn.

(b) In time ∆ t, a particle will travel a path vvv∆ t. Along the direction normal to the plane,
the particle will travel a length `= |vvv⊥|∆ t. All particles in volume V = `A will cross A
within time ∆ t. As there are N particles per unit volume, the total number of particles
crossing A in time ∆t is

NV = NA(vvv · n̂nn)∆ t . (51)

(c) The total charge passing through the plane A within time ∆ t is NV ∆ tq. The current I
through the plane is, thus,

I =
charge
time

=
qNA(vvv · n̂nn)∆ t

∆ t
= qNA(vvv · n̂nn) . (52)
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